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Abstract 

 

Edvardsson, K., How To Set Rational Environmental Goals: Theory and Applications. Theses in 

Philosophy from the Royal Institute of Technology 11. 83 + viii pp. Stockholm. ISBN 91-7178-235-4. 

 

Environmental goals are commonly set to guide work towards ecological sustainability. The aim 

of this thesis is to develop a precise terminology for the description of goals in terms of 

properties that are important in their practical use as decision-guides and to illustrate how it can 

be used in evaluations of environmental policy. 

 Essay I (written together with Sven Ove Hansson) identifies a set of rationality criteria for 

individual goals and discusses them in relation to the typical function of goals. For a goal to 

perform its typical function, i.e., to guide and induce action, it must be precise, evaluable, 

approachable (attainable), and motivating. 

 Essay II argues that for a goal system to be rational it must not only satisfy the criteria 

identified in Essay I but should also be coherent. The coherence of a goal system is made up of 

the relations that hold among the goals, most notably relations of support and conflict, but 

possibly also relations of operationalization. A major part of the essay consists in a conceptual 

analysis of the three relations. 

 Essay III contains an investigation into the rationality of five Swedish environmental 

objectives through an application of the rationality criteria identified in Essays I-II. The paper 

draws the conclusion that the objectives are not sufficiently rational according to the suggested 

criteria. It also briefly points at some of the difficulties that are associated with the use of goals in 

environmental policy and management. 

 

Key words: goal-setting, rationality, precision, evaluability, approachability, motivity, 

coherence, operationalization, goal conflicts, environmental objectives, sustainable development. 
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1. Introduction 

 

As I am writing this introductory section my goal is to have the licentiate thesis ready for press by 

Friday 12 am. I adopted the goal a couple of weeks ago because I sincerely want the thesis to be 

ready by Friday and because I believe that the very setting of the goal will help me to actually 

have it ready by Friday. But how can the setting of the goal help me to actually achieve it? One 

possible answer is that by setting the goal I convince myself that I am the sort of person who is 

on top of things and who sticks to appointed deadlines. This belief in combination with the belief 

that I actually have a fair chance of reaching the goal may in turn motivate me to work towards 

its realization. Another imaginable answer is that the setting of the goal helps me to organize my 

activities until Friday so that I can more easily reach it. On the basis of the goal I can plan my 

day-to-day schedule and evaluate how work is proceeding as the days pass. Although the goal 

does not tell me exactly what to do in order to reach it, it functions as a filter of admissibility in 

the sense that I will not consider as live options those actions that work against my goal (cf. 

Bratman 1999, p. 33).1 For example, having adopted the goal I will not deliberate about whether 

or not to spend the rest of the week climbing in a remote mountain area, or whether or not to 

make binding appointments with friends and family. In this way the goal functions as a conduct-

controller; it narrows down the scope of my future deliberations to a limited set of options, and it 

provides a reason for considering some of the options but not others. 

 

The goal mentioned above functions as a decision tool in the sense that it both motivates and 

enables me to coordinate my activities over time so that I can more easily reach my goal. The 

action guiding function of goals is perhaps even more pronounced in situations where a group of 

agents adopts a common goal. In those situations the goal also facilitates the interpersonal 

coordination of action among the group members.2 On the basis of the goal the group members 

can plan and coordinate their actions in ways that further achievement of the goal. For example, 

football teams regularly coordinate their actions in a way that contributes to realizing the goal to 

beat their opponents. Since every team member knows about the common goal, knows that every 

other team member knows about the goal, knows that every other team member knows that 

                                                 
1 A similar idea is advanced by Isaac Levi, who argues that an agent’s value commitments (e.g. her moral principles, 

professional obligations, economic interests, personal ideals and projects, etc.) impose constraints on the ways in 

which feasible options are evaluated (Levi 1986, p. 69ff.). 

2 Cf. Robert Nozick, who argues that a person’s principles may have an interpersonal function, i.e., when an agent 

endorses a certain principle other agents can to some extent rely upon her behaviour and themselves “perform 

actions whose good outcome is contingent upon the principled person’s specific behaviour” (Nozick 1993, p. 9ff.).   
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every other team member knows about the goal, and so on, she can safely stick to her position 

knowing that the other team members will stick to their respective positions. As a result, a 

forward need not primarily waste energy on averting the attacks of the opponent, which is the 

task of the fullback, but can instead focus on scoring. 

 

The role of goals in evaluations is particularly important in situations where a goal that is set by a 

particular agent or group of agents is to be implemented by some other agent(s). This practice is 

common in the Swedish public sector where the Government directs the work of the central 

government authorities by goals that are communicated through appropriation directions 

(regleringsbrev) and ordinances with instructions of the Government (myndighetsinstruktioner). 

In these situations the goal not only functions as a decision-guide for the implementing 

authorities; it also functions as a value criterion and measure of success in evaluations of the 

implementing authorities’ work, and hence as a prerequisite for establishing accountability.  

 

The examples make it clear that goals are related to actions in many different ways; they motivate 

agents to work towards their realization, they render possible the intrapersonal and interpersonal 

coordination of action, for example, by restricting the agent’s deliberations on later conduct, and 

they constitute criteria for success in the implementation and evaluation of, for example, the 

work of central authorities. In the light of this, one question stands out as a matter of course: 

What demands must goals, other things equal, satisfy in order to serve these roles well? In this 

thesis I give a tentative answer to this question and a few others that are associated with the 

practice of using goals as decision-guides. Special emphasis is put on goals that are used to 

regulate decision-making in the environmental policy context. 

 

1.1 Aim and scope of the thesis 

The aim of the thesis is to provide a step towards a theory of rational goal-setting and to illustrate 

how it can be applied in evaluations of environmental policy. The contents of the thesis can be 

divided into two parts: a theoretical section that consists of a philosophical investigation into the 

rationality of goals and goal systems, and a more practically oriented section where the findings 

of the former part are applied to a particular set of goals, namely the Swedish system of 

environmental objectives. 

 

The aim of the theoretical section (Essays I-II) is to develop a precise terminology for the 

description of goals in terms of properties that are important in their practical use as decision-
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guides. This section provides a systematized discussion of questions like “What is the typical 

function of a goal?”, “When is a goal rational (functional, or successful)?”, “What relations can 

hold among goals in a goal system?”, “How can conflicts among goals be dealt with?”, “How can 

goals form a basis for priority-setting?”, etc. In this thesis particular stress is laid on the first three 

questions, although the others are also briefly touched upon as the investigation proceeds. 

 

The aim of the more practically oriented section (Essay III) is to illustrate how the theoretical 

findings can be applied in analyses of the rationality (functionality, or successfulness) of public 

goals and goal systems. The particular object of study in this thesis is the Swedish system of 

environmental objectives, but the theoretical findings are hopefully general enough to serve as an 

analytical framework in the investigation of any public or private goal system. 

 

1.2 Rational goal-setting and the environmental context 

A basic assumption of the three essays presented in this thesis is that goals are generally set 

because agents want to achieve them and because they believe that the very setting of the goals 

facilitates their achievement. Hence, as Essay I argues, goals that perform their typical function 

are “achievement-inducing”. Admittedly, put in this way the issue of rational goal-setting is 

somewhat ambiguous. Is it the act of goal-setting that is instrumental to the achievement of the 

goal, or is it the goal formulation, or perhaps both? What does the rationality ascription pertain 

to? The articles in this thesis presume that if one’s aim is to achieve some state (of affairs), it is 

rational to set goals that name this state. However, to facilitate achievement of the desired state 

the goals must not only be adopted; they must also satisfy a number of requirements, or 

rationality (functionality) criteria. Only when the goals satisfy these criteria is it rational to set 

them with the purpose of achieving them. Having established this, the analysis then proceeds to 

identify the rationality criteria at issue and to explain how they are related to the typical function 

of goals. 

 

At this point it could be objected that the use of the term “rational goal” is somewhat misleading, 

since ends cannot be assessed in terms of rationality (Russell 1954, p. 8, Simon 1983, pp. 7-8). 

Maurice Allais, for example, writes that “[i]t cannot be too strongly emphasized that there are no 

criteria for the rationality of ends as such other than the condition of consistency. Ends are completely 

arbitrary. To prefer highly dispersed random outcomes may seem irrational to the prudent, but 

for somebody with this penchant, there is nothing irrational about it. This area is like that of 

tastes: they are what they are, and differ from one person to the next” (italics in original) (Allais 
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(1979[1952], p. 70). A similar standpoint is expressed by David Hume’s much quoted statement 

that “[t]is not contrary to reason to prefer the destruction of the whole world to the scratching of 

my finger” (Hume 1978[1739], p. 416). On this account, goals figure in rationality assessments 

only as given inputs to analyses of means-ends, or instrumental, rationality. The only way in 

which goals can be said to be rational (or irrational) is if they are instrumentally effective (or 

ineffective) in achieving further goals that are taken as given. The intriguing question is if there is 

room for moving beyond Hume towards a more comprehensive theory of the rationality of goals 

(cf. Nozick 1993, p. 140ff.). One measure that Hume himself need not resist is to require that 

goals satisfy the requirement of consistency accounted for by Allais above (cf. Bratman 1999, p. 

31), i.e., that they are jointly copossible to achieve. This requirement is further discussed in Essay 

II. In addition to the requirement of consistency, this thesis argues that there is a wide range of 

structural properties on the basis of which rational criticism of people’s goals can be performed. 

The suggested properties are, however, non-substantial in the sense that they apply equally to all 

goals regardless of, for example, their moral contents. Therefore, it could be argued that I do not 

move that far beyond Hume and that the ideas presented in this thesis do not really constitute a 

step towards a theory of the substantive rationality of goals.  

 

So what non-substantial, or structural, properties should goals possess in order to be rational, i.e., 

to be achievement-inducing? Fortunately, the search for structural properties does not have to 

begin from scratch. In management and organizational theory, political science, and psychology 

writers have proposed a number of desirable properties for goals. A brief overview of the 

literature in this field is given in Essays I and III. Very often the suggested properties can be 

captured by the SMART acronym, according to which goals should be (S)pecific, (M)easurable, 

(A)ccepted, (R)ealistic, and (T)ime-bound (Ds 2000:63, p. 54, cf. Latham 2003, p. 311), but other 

criteria are also discussed, for example that goals should be communicable and motivating. In 

addition, the fact that goals are often parts of goal systems has brought about discussions of 

rationality criteria for sets of goals. Apart from the criterion of consistency mentioned above, it 

has been argued that goal systems should not consist of a large number of goals (Mali 1972, p. 

118). This requirement is further discussed in Essay III. 

 

So far, relatively little research has been performed on the rationality of environmental goals. This 

is unfortunate, since environmental goals and interim targets are commonly set to direct and 

coordinate work towards improved ecological sustainability both at an international and domestic 

level. European Union environmental policy is for example partly operationalized through a 
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particular action program, the Sixth Community Environment Action Programme (Decision No 

1600/2002/EC), and particular environmental quality objectives, interim targets, and indicators 

are also discussed within community air pollution policy and sustainable land-use planning. As 

regards rationality criteria for environmental goals, writers have proposed that in addition to the 

criteria mentioned above, environmental goals and targets should be participatory, dynamic, 

transdisciplinary, flexible, understandable, etc. (e.g. Slocombe 1998, p. 484). These additional 

criteria indicate that the environmental context could be of particular interest to applied studies 

of rational goal-setting. Unlike many other areas of political decision-making, the framing of 

environmental policies is distinguished by a strong public engagement. Recent years have for 

example witnessed rapid developments in community-based natural resource management 

(Brosius, Tsing and Zerner 1998), and environmental policies are to an increasing extent 

managed within the framework of local community sustainable development programs (Williams 

2002). The importance of public participation in environmental decision-making is also 

recognized, for example, in the Rio Declaration (United Nations 1992) and in the Aarhus 

Convention (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) 1998). The strong 

public engagement in environmental decision-making could involve particular demands on the 

goals that are adopted to operationalize environmental policy; Are the goals understandable so 

that they induce support and foster a high degree of legitimacy? Are they implementable in a way 

that is recognized as consistent by different agents and groups of agents? 

 

There is also another reason why the environmental context may be of particular importance to 

applied studies of rational goal-setting. As Essay III points out, lack of adequate information and 

knowledge is particularly common in the environmental context where many factors in 

combination give rise to negative effects on the environment. Environmental policy can be 

difficult to develop because several contaminants with different physical, chemical, and eco-

toxicological profiles are involved, there are many potentially affected ecological components, 

there are many different contaminant sources, there are many potential synergies between 

different contaminants, etc. (Falconer 2002, p. 287). The complexity and uncertainty associated 

with many environmental problems may render it particularly difficult to develop adequate goals 

and policies in this area. 

 

When the rationality criteria identified in Essays I-II are applied to a set of environmental 

objectives (in this case the Swedish system of environmental objectives) it becomes obvious that 

the criteria are not absolute in the sense that goals cannot be rational unless all of them are 
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satisfied. On the contrary, adjustments often have to be made both among the criteria of 

precision, evaluability, approachability, and motivity, and between these criteria and the criterion 

of coherence. However, the present articles have little to say about the actual performance of this 

balancing. As they stand today the suggested rationality criteria can therefore at most serve as a 

theoretical framework for continued investigations. To guide goal-setting in practice the 

presented framework must be supplemented with continued theoretical analyses as well as further 

empirical studies.  

 

1.3 Preview of Essay I-III 

Essay I. The first article, “When Is a Goal Rational?”, was written in collaboration with 

Professor Sven Ove Hansson. It argues that agents typically set goals because they want to 

achieve them and because they believe that the very setting of the goals facilitates their 

achievement. For a goal to perform its typical function, i.e., to guide and induce agents to act 

towards its achievement, it should be precise, evaluable, approachable, and motivating. A goal 

that satisfies the requirements of precision, evaluability, approachability, and motivity is 

“achievement-inducing”. Taken together these requirements cover three aspects that are involved 

in goal-based action; that the agent knows the goal and means to reach it (epistemic aspect), that 

the agent can achieve or at least approach the goal (ability-related aspect), and that the agent wants 

to reach the goal (volitional aspect). 

 

After having analysed the four requirements in detail the paper reaches the conclusion that in 

order to determine the rationality of an individual goal all requirements must be taken into 

consideration. In some situations the action guiding capacity of a goal is more conducive to its 

rationality, whereas in other situations the rationality is primarily determined by its action 

motivating capacity. This means that the exact degree of precision, evaluability, approachability, 

and motivity that a goal should possess in order to be achievement-inducing must be established 

in the light of the context in which the goal is to be implemented. It could therefore be argued 

that what makes a goal rational is in the end an empirical question that cannot be addressed 

through philosophical analysis. In our view, however, a philosophical study of rational goal-

setting is complementary to more empirically oriented studies, since it conceptually clarifies and 

systematizes the aspects of goal-setting that form the object of those studies. 

 

Essay II. This article should be regarded as a continuation of Essay I. While Essay I identifies and 

analyses a set of rationality criteria for individual goals, the primary focus of this article is on the 
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rationality of goal systems. Both public goals and goals set in private life are commonly parts of 

goal systems. When a goal belongs to a set of goals it is interesting to determine not only the 

achievement-inducing capacity of the goal, but also that of the goal system to which it belongs. 

Ideally, a goal system should be as achievement-inducing as possible, i.e., the goals should be set 

in a way that allows for the best overall achievement possible. In this paper, it is argued that the 

rationality of a goal system is not merely a matter of determining the degrees to which its 

individual goals are achievement-inducing; for a goal system to be rational it should also be 

coherent, or at least consistent in the sense that it does not contain any severe conflicts among 

the goals. 

 

Following Laurence BonJour’s account of coherence, it is argued that the coherence of a goal 

system is determined by the relations that hold among the goals (BonJour 1985). Three such 

relations are identified, namely the relations of operationalization, support, and conflict. A major 

part of the article consists in a conceptual analysis of the three relations. From the discussion it is 

clear that the article constitutes but a tentative step towards a more elaborate account of goal 

system coherence, and that several philosophical questions remain to be investigated before such 

an account can be given.  

 

Essay III. The final article consists of an investigation into the rationality of five Swedish 

environmental quality objectives through an application of the goal criteria identified in Essays I-

II. The aim of the article is to bring the rationality of the objectives up for discussion and to 

briefly point at some of the difficulties that are associated with the use of goals in environmental 

policy and management. The difficulties were hinted at already in the articles “Using Goals in 

Environmental Management: The Swedish System of Environmental Objectives” (Edvardsson 

2004) and “Rational Environmental Goals and Sustainable Planning” (Edvardsson, in press), and 

the present article constitutes a further development of some ideas that are discussed in those 

articles.  

 

The Swedish system of environmental objectives is a well-suited object for applied studies of 

goal-setting rationality. The goal system is complex in the sense that it contains many different 

types of objectives (e.g. pollution goals and landscape goals) at different levels (central, regional, 

local, and sectoral). This provides an excellent opportunity to study the relations that hold among 

the goals, both vertically among the environmental quality objectives and their respective sub-

goals, and horizontally among the sub-goals. Furthermore, the extensive preparatory work from 
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the Swedish Government and various governmental agencies provide a unique opportunity to 

study the discussions and motives behind the adoption of the environmental objectives. 

 

In the article both the rationality criteria for individual goals identified in Essay I and the criterion 

of coherence discussed in Essay II are applied. The criterion of precision is applied to the 

objective A balanced marine environment, flourishing coastal areas and archipelagos, the criterion of 

evaluability to the objective A magnificent mountain landscape, the criterion of approachability to the 

objective A non-toxic environment, the criterion of motivity to the objective Natural acidification only, 

and the criterion of coherence to the objective A good built environment and its sub-goals. The paper 

reaches the conclusion that the studied environmental quality objectives are not sufficiently 

rational according to the listed criteria. At the same time, the paper illustrates the idea advanced 

in Essays I-II, namely that the criteria themselves must very often be weighed against one another 

to optimize the rationality of the goals in question. 

 

2. Where to go from here 

 

There are several interesting continuations of this project. One prospect that stands out as quite 

natural is to further investigate the notion of goal system coherence. As was pointed out in Essay 

II, several philosophical questions remain to be disentangled before a more elaborate account of 

goal system coherence can be given. For example, it should be investigated what relationships can 

hold among the relations of operationalization, support, and conflict, and it should be ascertained 

to what extent specification can be used as a means to render a particular goal system more 

coherent. Moreover, it should be clarified to what extent the notion of conditional probability 

can be used to conceptually clarify the relations of support and conflict. A number of more 

specific issues pertaining to the three relations also deserve attention, for example, how important 

is the requirement of comprehensiveness when a goal is operationalized through a set of sub-

goals?  

 

To give a satisfactory account of these questions a philosophical study into the notion of 

coherence is clearly required. The notion of coherence has received much attention, particularly 

in the field of epistemology, but also in jurisprudence (e.g. Raz 1994), ethics, and decision theory 

(e.g. Millgram and Thagard 1996, Thagard 2000). Elijah Millgram and Paul Thagard have for 

example developed a computational model of how goals can be adopted or rejected in the 

context of decision-making (Thagard and Millgram 1995). In their view, an agent’s deliberations 
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about what goals to adopt and what actions to perform are made on the basis of coherence 

estimations, i.e., estimations of how well the goal or action fits into the agent’s other goals, plans, 

and actions. Coherence is understood in terms of maximal satisfaction of a number of positive 

and negative constraints. When the elements of a set consist in actions and goals the positive 

constraints are based on facilitation relations, and the negative constraints on incompatibility 

relations. This idea corresponds to the idea advanced in Essay II, namely that to determine the 

coherence of a particular goal system one must investigate the relations that hold among the 

goals, for example to what extent they can be characterized as relations of support or conflict. 

 

One way to further explore this idea is to investigate possible ways of measuring coherence. This 

is also done by Thagard and Millgram, who propose five algorithms for computing coherence 

(Thagard 2000, p. 25ff.). Another way to explore the idea is to further investigate the relations of 

facilitation (support) and incompatibility (conflict), for example by conceptually clarifying what it 

means to say that one goal facilitates the achievement of another goal, and what it means to say 

that two goals conflict. A tentative step towards such a conceptual clarification is made in Essay 

II, but as is pointed out above further studies are clearly required. 

 

A second prospect that comes out as quite natural is to further investigate one or several of the 

suggested rationality criteria for individual goals, for example the requirement that goals should 

be possible to attain. The criterion of attainability (approachability), or non-utopianism, is often 

referred to in discussions of goal-setting rationality. Goals should be realistic, it is argued, since it 

is unreasonable to adopt goals that cannot be achieved and that are of no use in the selection of 

means towards their realization (Laudan 1984, p. 50ff.). Despite the proposed requirement of 

attainability, however, utopian or semi-utopian goals are often adopted in practice. This makes it 

particularly interesting to investigate how well-founded the proposed requirement of attainability 

is. What is the relationship between utopian goal-setting on the one hand and practical policy-

making on the other?  

 

At least four arguments that could be advanced to support the normative criterion of attainability 

deserve attention; that utopian goals (1) provide bad action guidance, (2) cannot motivate action, 

(3) tend to impede the realization of other goals, and (4) are morally and epistemologically 

objectionable. The first three arguments rest on the functional understanding of goal-setting 

accounted for in Essays I-II. Following this line of reasoning, it could be argued that utopian goals 
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should be avoided, because they are dysfunctional, or irrational, i.e., they do not further their 

achievement and they tend to impede the achievement of other goals.  

 

The fourth argument is taken from Karl Popper. In The Poverty of Historicism Popper distinguishes 

between utopian social engineering and piecemeal social engineering. Whereas the piecemeal 

social engineer tries to achieve his goals “by small adjustments and re-adjustments which can be 

continually improved on”, the utopian social engineer instead “aims at remodelling ‘the whole of 

society’ in accordance with a definite plan or blueprint” (Popper 2002[1957], p. 61). In Popper’s 

view, piecemeal social engineering is preferable both on moral and epistemological grounds. On 

moral grounds utopian social engineering is objectionable, since it leads to unintended and 

unwanted consequences, which in turn necessitate such planning that ultimately creates a 

totalitarian society. On epistemological, or methodological, grounds utopian social engineering is 

objectionable, since it does not allow for the testing of proposed social reforms. 

 

A possible defence of utopian goal-setting could perhaps be based on the objections that can be 

raised against the four arguments. Such a defence could for example build on the Swedish Social 

Democrat Ernst Wigforss’ recommendation of so called “provisional utopias” (Wigforss 1998, p. 

128ff.). Provisional utopias consist in tentative sketches of desirable future states that serve as 

instruments of criticism against current social arrangements as well as guides to political action 

(Tilton 1984, p. 45ff.). They recognize the fact that goals cannot rationally be reconsidered at 

every moment in time, and hence render possible the intrapersonal and interpersonal 

coordination of action. But they also recognize the fact that social conditions may change as the 

agent approaches her goals, hence allowing for other provisional utopias to substitute the former 

ones when deemed necessary. In this way the provisional utopias can be characterized as working 

hypotheses that are continuously revised in the light of acquired experience. Therefore, it could 

be argued that the provisional utopias escape Popper’s morally and epistemologically based 

criticism against utopian social engineering.  

 

A third imaginable prospect is to investigate the conditions under which failures of rationality 

take place. Failures of rationality can for example take place when goals are self-defeating. As was 

pointed out by Paul Weirich, sometimes the best way to reach a goal is to abstain from aiming for 

it directly (Weirich 2004, p. 23). If one wishes to fall asleep or attain happiness, the best thing is 

perhaps not to aim for these goals directly but to aim for something else, for example in the case 
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of insomnia to let one’s mind drift. If goals can be self-defeating it is interesting to investigate if 

this property can be given a precise characterization, for example in formal terms. 

 

A final possible prospect is to investigate how efficiency analyses and priority-setting can be 

based on a system of goals. The need for such an investigation is manifest in the environmental 

context, where priority-setting is an essential feature of much decision-making due to limitations 

in financial and other resources. Although priority-setting should be based on efficiency 

considerations, this can be done in several different ways. Expected environmental 

improvements could for example be evaluated in relation to expended agency resources or total 

social costs. Whichever criteria is used it may give rise to different sets of priorities. To provide 

clearer guidelines for priority-setting different types of criteria of priority should be identified and 

compared to actual priority-setting practices.  
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